REALIZATION of solid-state micro--wave transmitters are now feasible due to the~ontinu_ ing improvement of solid-state microwave power devices. In applications where power levels of individual microwave Manuscript received April 30, 1981; revised October 14, 1981 . The authors are with the Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, CA 93555, solid-state devices are insufficient to satisfy system requirements, it becomes necessary to efficiently combine many devices to reach the desired power levels. The purpose of this paper is to develop techniques to design, analyze, and characterize efficient solid-state power-combining networks, as well as to present some experimental verification of these techniques. In addition, the possibility of improving "graceful degradation" characteristics will be explored. In general, the theoretical portions of the approaches given here are applicable only to symmetrical power-combining networks.
In the past, solid-state power-combiner design has been implemented by integrating the device matching networks into the power-combining structure. With this approach, it is difficult to isolate problems to either device or combiner and it is also required that alignment to obtain maximum power be done experimentally. The approach presented here will be to separate the total combiner into individual modules. This will 1) simplify analysis, 2) allow alignment U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright and characterization on a network analyzer for optimum efficiency, and 3) allow possible design modification(s) to improve the degradation characteristics that occur upon failure of individual solid-state devices.
A comparison of general combining techniques has recently been published [1] which separates summing networks into two basic types-those that combine the outputs of N devices in a single step (N-way combiners) and those that do not.
Since power is at a premium, the goal of combining large numbers of devices at the highest possible efficiencies makes the N-way summing model the best choice, as the N devices are combined directly in one step and do not have to pass through many stages with any attendant losses.
N-way summing networks can be subdivided further into resonant and nonresonant structures. When combining negative resistance devices, such as IMPATT diodes, the resonant structure has the advantage of eliminating spurious modes of oscillation while giving up the broad bandwidth of the nonresonant approach. Fortunately, as the number of devices to be combined (N) increase, efficiency and bandwidth of the resonant N-way structure improves [2] , which is the opposite of serial and corporate structures.
In this report, a TMOIO N-way summing network design (Fig. 1) will be used for experimental verification of the characterization techniques.
All theoretical equations will be presented in terms of the scattering parameters, since they are readily measured at microwave frequencies, thus eliminating any complicated parameter conversions. , \ E, 12, with the same proportion~ity constant if the fields are properly normalized to the characteristic impedances-which will be assumed to be the case. The efficiency is thus q=lE~12/NlEj12
where it is assumed that all of the sources are identical (E, =E,). The input and output signals of the unmatched network are related by the (N+ 1)X (N + 1) scattering matrix
where ( E-) and (E+) 
where 4,, is the phase associated with a,,. Symmetry requires that all matching networks be identical, leading from (4) to E; =a12E, /(1-a22S~).
'312 We now make the assumption that the sources in Fig. 3 are matched, i.e., a11E1+a12E1: =0 (7) which follows directly from E;= O.
Using (4) and (6), the following is readily derived from (7):
With the foregoing, the efficiency can be written as (9) n= NlSi~121~,212/11 -U~~S~12.
In order to obtain the efficiency solely in terms of the S-parameters of the combiner network, (8) can be solved with the aid of (5) to give a22 = S; (lo) which leads to (11) TJ=Np,2/2/(1 -pL12).
When the scattering parameters of the unmatched combiner are measured, there will be a nonzero reflection coefficient at each input port and an input impedance given by
It is important to note that the inputs (Ej) to the matched cavity combiner are matched only under the condition of N identical sources. It is instructive to look at a signal flow graph of an input port, as shown in Fig. 4 . It is seen that S~represents a composite scattering coefficient, and it is fairly simple to show that IS= I <1, as required for power to be put into the combining network rather than extracted at the input ports. eters. This is not always easy, as reference to Fig. 1 This section of the paper is devoted to an alternate approach in which only two input ports, in addition to the output or sum port, are used, and the remaining ports are shorted-an operation that is relatively simple to carry out. The method is equally applicable at any reference plane in Fig. 2 -the combiner itself (reference plane "A") or combiner plus matching (reference planes "B" or "C") -depending on where the shorts are placed; however, the shorted reference plane must be placed so as not to reflect a short circuit at the summing point.
Consider 
+=O.
At this point we will make the further assumption Since Ei+ = -E,-on the shorted inputs, we can write
where the signal input is at port 1, and the 2 and jth ports are matched.
Substitution
of (16) into (15) leads to
Thus, there are three knowns: bl~, b,,, and bzl on the left, and the desired three unknown S-parameters on the right. With some ingenuity and algebraic manipulation, (17) can be inverted giving
S1l=bll
This leaves only S22, a quantity that is not usually required since the output port is normally matched, undetermined. For the sake of completeness, however, a signal input can be fed into the sum port, with ports 1 and j terminated.
Following the same general derivation
and inverting with the aid of (17)
C. The Degradation Problem
Ideally, when a source fails or burns out in a combiner such as the one in Fig. 1 , the output power would be reduced only by the amount contributed by that source. 
Equation (22) can be readily derived by assuming perfect isolation between the input ports of the matched combining network. However, coupling does exist, and its presence, as this section shows, creates a situation in which the degradation may be somewhat less than that given by (22) or it may be much more, but the situation is never as good as shown by (21). Fig. 6 is a block diagram of the matched combiner-i.e., the matched combiner block includes everything inside of reference plane "B" in Fig. 2 .
We assume that M of the sources have failed in an identical fashion so they have the same reflection coefficient r. It is also assumed that the remaining N -M sources are independent of load conditions and continue to operate normally. If the sources are negative-resistance devices which generate power as a function of load impedance, this assumption is questionable.
However, for a small percentage of failed devices (large N and small M), this effect should be negligible.
Since the matched condition requires N identical inputs, we no longer have E,'= O.
There is a scattering matrix relation
where the same conditions are assumed as previously. Since E~= rE~, itfollows that . (26) The ratio of the power output, after M diodes fail to the power out with no failures (the degradation factor), is given by
whereas, the actual efficiency is
It has been assumed that when all of the sources are operating, they are matched; i.e., EJ!= O in Fig. 3 . It then follows~,
Substitution of (29) into (27) 
The failure of M sources leads to a nonzero reflection (21), (22), and (34) are shown in Fig. 7 . The results of (34) also agree with those published earlier by Saleh [6] .
III.
MEASUREMENTS
In order to characterize a network in terms of efficiency and bandwidth, modified versions of (11) and (12) 
Initially, a two-way TMOIO network (Fig. 8 ) was optimized for efficiency on the SANA. The network has 4 degrees of tunability which consist of a variable-depth coupling probe and tuning slug, both of which are located at the center of the flat walls of the cavity and opposite each other. Initially, the cavity diameter was cut below the estimated value for the desired center frequency and gradually machined larger. Finally, tunable flat stabilizing loads were mounted at the end of each coaxial line and adjusted to the same position to maintain the required symmetry. After optimization, the network has the potential of com-IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON MICROWAVE THEORY AND TECHNIQUES, VOL. MTT-30, NO. 3, MARCH 1982 (a) (b) bining two devices at almost 80-percent efficiency (Fig. 9 ) cavity/coaxiaI line fringing fields. if properly impedance matched. The impedance to be Measurements were also made on a 16-way TMOIO netmatched (Fig. 10) is referenced to the center of the cavity. work (Fig. 11 ) which has the same tuning parameters as the It is important to note that any matching networks would two-way unit. To prepare this unit for testing, 14 of the have to be moved back along the coaxial lines in order not input ports were terminated in internal tapered loads. (Fig. 12) if properly matched (Fig. 13) 
